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Abstract - Human beings judge images by complex mental processes, whereas computing 
machines extract features. By reducing scaled human judgments and machine extracted fea- 
tures to a common metric space and fitting them by regression, the judgments of human 
experts rendered on a sample of images may be imposed on an image population to provide 
automatic classification. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Pattern classification of imagery by computational devices is usually approached in two 
phases. The first phase is the specification of image exemplars representing the classes by 
an expert as a training set, with a subsequent classification phase occurring as the joining 
of image features extracted from the target image population with the features similarly ex- 
tracted from the specified exemplars (Duda & Hart, 1973). Various difficulties arise with 
these techniques in both phases. For example, in the training phase, the expert’s knowledge 
must be properly decoded to record accurately the salient features used for exemplar clas- 
sification, a process of recognized difficulty with many pitfalls (Hayes-Roth et al., 1983). 
Additionally, in the classification phase, information from the expert must often be en- 
coded as specific programs for identification and matching, thus restricting the applicable 
domain of the algorithm (Young & Fu, 1986). Even the most robust of these methods, the 
Fisher linear discriminant (where neither the features of the exemplar nor the domain fea- 
tures of the target population of images need be exactly specified) suffers from the noise 
introduced in exemplars when the expert makes judgments on only a few features of a 
multi-featured image. 
The method described in this paper, however, requires neither explicit decoding of 
expert judgments nor domain-specific feature matching. Further, it removes from consid- 
eration the noise introduced in the Fisher method. This method, called the Two-Domain 
Method, introduces two unique processes in both the training and classification phases. 
First, expert knowledge is acquired through multidimensional scaling (Young & Hamer, 
1987) of judgments of dissimilarities rendered by an expert on a sample of images from the 
target population. Second, generai pattern features extracted from images of the target p o p  
dation are transformed to points in a Euclidean space. With this method, the problem of 
image classification is reduced from the complex one of creating machine-based validity 
rules to the simple matter of creating a linear mapping between two datasets derived from 
the human domain and the machine domain, respectively. 
This paper describes a NASA owned invention (MSC-21737). Inquiries for use may be made to Mr. H;.-die 
Barr, Patent Counsel, Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, NASA, Houston, TX 77058-36%. telephone 713-483-1003. 
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2. THE TWO-DOMAIN-METHOD 
Consider a collection of images denoted C. Let the goal of the expert be to define pair- 
wise dissimilarities among a sample of these images chosen by a random process. These dis- 
similarities judgments may be collected by presenting all possible pairs of the images in the 
sample, and asking the expert to place a mark on a line labeled dissimilar at one end and 
similar at the other. (A ruler applied to these lines establishes a matrix of dissimilarity val- 
ues among the sampled images.) By processing these judgments in an n-dimensional space 
using conventional multidimensional scaling (MDS) techniques, a unique, real-valued or- 
dering of these images by their dissimilarity may be produced. Let this ordering be denoted 
+. With this procedure it becomes unnecessary to know explicitly the portions, features, 
or aspects of the image, or even the deductive rules used by the expert, in rendering the 
judgments. Whatever features, aspects, or rules the expert may have attended to or em- 
ployed are already implicit in the ordering, @. 
Consider again the collection C. Let it be assumed that each image in this collection 
has been digitized and processed so as to extract a number of general, primitive features 
rendered as histograms. (In the application of this paper, six features are extracted: grey 
levels; edge intensity; edge slope; line length; line distance from the origin; and angle dis- 
tance from the origin. No claim is made that these features are the only possible features 
that might be used, or even that these features are optimal. These features are used only 
because they are very general, convenient ones.) By converting the histograms for each im- 
age into Lorenz information measures (Chang & Yang, 1973), and calculating the Euclid- 
ean distance among all pairs of images over all feature measures, a matrix, denoted M, of 
primitive machine image interpretations may be produced. In this manner, the complex 
problem of image classification is reduced to the far simpler one of creating a linear map- 
ping of + on M. 
In this method, the mapping is performed by extracting from C the original machine 
measures matching the subset of C judged by the human expert, calculating Euclidean dis- 
tances for both machine measurements and human coordinates, deriving weights, 8, by 
multiple regression (where the Euclidean distances from the MDS solution for the human 
judgments are the dependent variable and the Euclidean distances among images based on 
machine measurements are the independent variable), and multiplying M by 8. By resub- 
mitting the predicted values to the multidimensional scaling process, the final ordering is 
produced, segregated into classes in an n-dimensional space. Let this last result be denoted 
W. The complete procedure is displayed as a diagram in Fig. 1, with an example of the com- 
plete calculations used in the application below available in Appendix A. 
3. AN APPLICATION OF THE TWO-DOMAIN-METHOD TO THE CLASSIFICATION 
OF TWO POPULATIONS OF HUMAN PERIPHERAL BLOOD LEUKOCYTES 
In this article, we have chosen to apply the Two-Domain Method to a problem of dis- 
criminating two populations of microscopic images of circulating human white blood cells 
(leukocytes). 
Specifically, the Two-Domain Method was tested for its power to discrimhate two dis- 
tinct patterns of human blood leukocyte distribution: an abnormal pattern associated with 
acute liver failure exhibiting abnormal circulating white blood cell frequency and distribu- 
tion (Subject l), and a normal pattern from a normal, healthy subject (Subject 2). 
Circulating human leukocytes were separated by flotation from red blood cells by a 
standard flotation method, and uniform monolayer films prepared and cytochemically 
stained by a routine clinical laboratory automated instrument using hematoxylin and 
eosin dyes. The resulting slides therefore include all nucleated circulating white blood cells, 
predominantly neutrophils, eosinophils, lymphocytes, and monocytes, as well as platelets. 
Eight representative sample fields were selected for each subject. The photographic 
recording was standardized using one continuous film strip of Ektachrome color reversal 
film rated at ASA 200. All slides were photographed at the same magnification. Effects 
of exposure variations and background density were tested in the Two-Dcnain Method 
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Fig. 1, The procedural steps necessary 10 execute the Two-Domain .Method for any collection of 
images. Major formulas (exclusive of those used in general MDS lmultidimensional scaling) pro- 
cedures as applied in the application on human peripheral blood nay be found in Appendix A. 
by recording each image at two different exposures. Set A images (numbered 1-16) were 
exposed at ASA 200, and Set B images (numbered 17-32) were exposed at ASA 400. Sam- 
pIes used in the test thus consisted of 16 images from each subject, at two levels of expo- 
sure, on the same photographic film strip. 
The difference ‘in exposure levels substantially alters the machine measurements of 
these images, and is typical of problems that confound image pattern classification genet- 
ally, in that “noise” artificially introduced by one element or another distort the machine 
classification algorithms. Reproductions of both Set A and Set B are presented following 
the Appendix. The purpose of this application is thus to demonstrate that the Two-Domain 
Method is sufficiently robust not only to properly classify Set A (by segregation in an 
n-dimensional space), but also to reduce or eliminate the noise introduced by the differenre 
in Set B film exposure levels. 
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Expert judgments of dissimilarities were made by an experienced pathologist (C.T.L.), 
primariIy on the basis of the segmentation of leukocyte nuclei, and lymphocyre and mono- 
cy-ce shape and size. Other ceIl types present in the images were ignored For judgment pur- 
poses. Judgments were provided in a single session on slides 1-8 of Set .4 according to 
the procedure described in Section 2, and submicted (as are all datasets discussed in this 
section) to the ALSCAL proc:dure in SAS, a common multidimensional scaling package. 
In Fig. 2, Plots 1 and 2 exhibit a strong separation between the cell populations of the 
two subjects. The primitive machine interpretations derived from both Sez A and Set 8, 
scaled by ALSCAL. appear in Fig. 3 as Plots 3 and 4, respectiveiy. 
T’ne images represented by datapoints in Plot 3 appear io have some natural cluster- 
ing tendency along the same lines as :hose provided directly by human judgments, proba- 
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Fig. 2. MDS ALSCAL plots of  the original human view of a sample of eight images of peripheral 
whtte blood cells. The human judprnents were collected through the method of paired comparisons, 
and show a clear separation betw:en the slides from Subject 1 and Subject 2. 
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2. THE TWO-DOMAlN-METHOD 
Consider a collection of images denoted C. Let the goal of the expert be to define pair- 
wise dissimilarities among a sample of these images chosen by a random process. These dis- 
similarities judgments may be collected by presenting all possible pairs of the images in the 
sample, and asking the expert to place a mark on a line labeled dissimilar at one end and 
similar at the other. (A ruler applied to these lines establishes a matrix of dissimilarity val- 
ues among the sampled images.) By processing these judgments in an n-dimensional space 
using conventional multidimensional scaling (MDS) techniques, a unique, real-valued or- 
dering of these images by their dissimilarity may be produced. Let this ordering be denoted 
ip.  With this procedure it becomes unnecessary to know explicitly the portions, features, 
or aspects of the image, or even the deductive rules used by the expert, in rendering the 
judgments. Whatever features, aspects, or rules the expert may have attended to or em- 
ployed are already implicit in the ordering, @. 
Consider again the collection C. Let it be assumed that each image in this collection 
has been digitized and processed so as to extract a number of general, primitive features 
rendered as histograms. (In the application of this paper, six features are extracted: grey 
levels; edge intensity; edge slope; line length; iine distance from the origin; and angle dis- 
tance from the origin. No claim is made that these features are the only possible features 
tnat might be used, or even that these features are optimal. These features are used only 
because they are very general, convenient ones.) By converting the histograms for each im- 
age into Lorenz information measures (Chang & Yang, 1973), and calculating the Euclid- 
ean distance among all pairs of images over all feature measures, a matria, denoted M ,  of 
primitive machine image interpretations may be produced. In this manner, the complex 
problem of image classification is reduced to the far simpler one of creating a linear map- 
ping of ip on M. 
In this method, the mapping is performed by extracting from C the original machine 
measures matching the subset of C judged by the human expert, calculating Euclidean dis- 
tances for both machine measurements and human coordinates, deriving weights, 8, by 
multiple regression (where the Euclidean distances from the MDS solution for the human 
judgments are the dependent variable and the Euclidean distances among images based on 
machine measurements are the independent variable), and multiplying M by p .  By resub- 
mitting the predicted values to the multidimensional scaling process, the final ordering is 
produced, segregated into classes in an n-dimensional space. Let this last result be denoted 
ip! The complete procedure is displayed as a diagam in Fig. 1, with an example of the com- 
plete calculations used in the application below available in Appendix A. 
3. AN APPLICATION OF THE TWO-DOMAIN-METHOD TO THE CLASSIFICATION 
OF TWO POPULATIONS OF HUMAN PERIPHERAL BLOOD LEUKOCYTES 
In this article, we have chosen to apply the Two-Domain Method to a problem of dis- 
criminating two populations of microscopic images of circulating human white blood cells 
(leukocytes). 
Specifically, the Two-Domain Method was tested for its power to discriminate two dis- 
tinct patterns of human blood leukocyte distribution: an abnormal pattern associated with 
acute liver failure exhibiting abnormal circulating white blood cell frequency and distribu- 
tion (Subject l), and a normal pattern from a normal, healthy subject (Subject 2). 
Circulating human leukocytes were separated by flotation from red blood cells by a 
standard flotation method, and uniform monolayer films prepared and cytochemically 
stained by a routine clinical laboratory automated instrument using hematoxylin and 
eosin dyes. The resulting slides therefore include all nucleated circulating white blood cells, 
predominantly neutrophils, eosinophils, lymphocytes, and monocytes, as well as platelets. 
Eight representative sample fields were selected for each subject. The photographic 
recording was standardized using one continuous film strip of Ektachrome color reversal 
film rated at ASA 200. All slides were photographed at the same magnification. Effects 
of exposure variations and background density were tested in the Two-nomain Method 
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Fig. 5. MDS ALSCAL plots of the primitive macnine views of Set .4 and Set B,  including Sub- 
ject I and Subjux 2. Plot 2 of Set A (from f h  rated at ASA 200 and exposed at ,%SA 200) exhibits 
some natural clustering by machine features alone, whereas Plot 4 of Set B (from film rated at ASA 
200 but exposed at ASA 40) exhibits tittle machine differentiation betwern the two subjects. 
bly due to the increased light levels in the images produced fiom Subject 1 and caused by 
the generally lower levels of white blood cells in the sample drawn from that subject. Plot 
4, on the other hand, derived from the deliberately overexposed images, reveals very little 
meaningful segregation. 
In Fig. 4, Plot 5 reveals the strong confounding effect of the Set B data when com- 
bined with Set A and scaled together. When the sets are combined, each item acts to in- 
fluence the scale value of every other item, so that the pure machine view, or interpretation, 
of these images becomes extremely confused. There is, for example, some segregation of 
IPH 29~6-C 
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Fig. 4. MCS ALSCAL plots of Sets A and B. Subjects 1 and 2. Plot 5 exhibits distortion of the 
natural clustering effecr displayed in Set A of Plot 3 when Set A and B are combined. Plot 6 ex- 
hibits the reordering of Subject 1 and Subject 2 classes when weighted by the human view and dis- 
played in Plot 1. Numbered displays of these datapoints are available in Fig. 7,  Plots 7 and 8. in 
Appendix A. 
I 
Subject 1 and Subject 2, but still much less than that appearing in the human classification 
of these images provided in Plot 1. 
Plot 6 exhibits the effect of the Two-Domain Method on the disordered data of Plot 5.  
Plot 6 was produced according to the procedures of Fig. 1 with the detailed calculations 
provided in Appendix A. In Plot 6, Subject 1 and Subject 2 data are perfectly segregated 
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Fig. 5.  Reproductions of Set A of 16 slides of peripheral blood cells used in chis experiment, All 
slides were prepared by che same machine-assisted process. Slides 1-4 and 9-12 were m-aaed from 
a traumatized subject. Stides 5-8 and 13-16 were cxuacted from a normal subject. The f i  used 
to create the slides was rated 6.4 200 and exposed at .4SA 290. 
for Set A (Fig. 51, and, with the exception of one image, also perfectly segregated for Set B 
(Fig. 6). Clearly, the suong, confounding effea introduced by combining Set B wirh Set A 
images is eliminated. 
4. DISCUSSION 
The Two-Domain Method, considered very generally, is effective simply because it 
reduces the intense machine activity associated with image pattern matching to the simple 
operations of interval scale value relations. Moreover, the scaling theory underlying the 
method is easily transferable to  operations involving cIassifications among higher dimen- 
sions. Indeed, multidimensional scaling has, for some time, been more often used to record 
human judgments in higher dimensions for a variety of marketing applications (Green & 
Carmone, 1969). Finally, by using replicated multidimensional scaling methods, the opin- 
ions of multiple expens (as opposed to the single expen used in this application) ma): be 
combined in the creation of +. 
The Two-Domain Method is also applicable to image classification systems that rou- 
tinely use Bayesian methods. In this case, the operations of the Bayesian classifiers would 
'se,  as their inputs, the dissimilarity values output from multidimensional scaling matrix 
transforms, ignoring the plotted values (which are derived from the dissimilarity values any- 
way.) Along these same lines, the Two-Domain Method may facilitate neural net image 
classification, both by making the net more efficient due to the reduction of information 
that must be submitted (dissimilarities or Euclidean distances rather than vectors of pixel 
values) and by the increased rigor of the training set expression, which reduces noise when 
aspects of images are judged rather than images as wholes. 
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Fig. 6. Reproductions of Sa B of 16 slides of peripheral blood cells used in this experiment. All 
slides were prepared by the same machine-assisted process. Slides 17-10 and 25-2s were extracted 
from a traumatized subjm. Slides 21-24 and 29-52 were extracted from a normal subject. The fiim 
used to create the slides was rated ASA 200 m d  exposed at ASA 400. 
Finally, as expressed in some earlier work (Rorvig, 1988), the Two-Domain Method 
may be used in the searching of large databases of images, where image representat' ions are 
stored as feature components (Cnang & Yang, 1983). In this application, :he me:hod wouid 
be appiied to image classes iteratively, by segregating and mapping successively smaller 
classes of imagery. This application may be critical in locating desired sets of images that 
cannoi be described Iinguistically because of tither intellectual or economic constrainw . 
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APPENDIX A 
The details of Plot 6 production follow. First, the prirnirive machine measurements (Lorenz in- 
formation measures (Chang 8; Yang, pp. 369-570)) for images 17-14 correspond;ng to the human 
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judgments rendered on Set A for images 1-8 were converted LO six sets of squared Euciidean distances 
(one for each machine measurement) according KO the following equation: 
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Fig. 7.  MDS ALSCAL plots (in numbered display) of both prrmlwe and human weighted views 
of 32 peripheral blood cell slides. The lower plor exhibits the subsianrial "learning" effect created 
by imposition of human judgments on machine in[erprera[ions. 
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where 
Q = a matrix of 28 x 6, 
p = a matrix of 8 x 6, 
Qx = a column of matrix Q, 
plr = the machine measurement k for image i. and 
p,k = the machine measurement k for imagej. 
Since a column of Q contains the squared difference between all pairs of images on the correspond- 
ing machine measurements. there are [ n ( n  - I ) ]  /1 elements in each column, where n is the number 
of images. 
Second, the squared Euclidean distances between all pairs of slides i-8 of Ser A, that is. +, were 
computed from the spatial coordinates of the MDS solution for the human judgments of Plot 1 ac- 
cording to eqn. 2: 
I 
D = ( x , ~  - x , ~ ) ' ,  i < j ,  k = I,r 
X 
where 
D = the square symmetric matrix, 
x , ~  = the coordinate of image i on dimension k, 
x,k = the coordinate of imagej  on dimension k. and 
r = the number of dimensions in the solution. 
Third, the square symmetric matrix was convened to a coiumn vector containing the top off- 
diagonal elements (for convenience also denoted D) and regressed on the matrix Q of eqn. I to pro- 
duce the vector of weights, p .  Equation 3 is the multiple regression equation in standard form and 
eqn. 4 is the standard least squares soiution. 
Fourth. the procedure of eqn. 1 was applied to all machine data, images 1-32. denoted M ,  and 
multip!ied by the vector of weights, 8, or 
where 
V = the final vector convened to an off-diagonal matrix for submission to MDS, and 
M = the 496 x 6 ma:rix from the procedure of eqn. 1. 
V, submitted to MDS and scaied, thus results in +' as displayed in Plot 6. 
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